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Abstract

A functional description of the Fiber Road Card is given. All input
and output data formats are specified along with controls necessary to
move the data between different elements of the system. The Level-3
buffering system is also described, including the Buffer Manager and
the local Buffer Controllers.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Fiber Road Card (FRC) serves as the main communication link with
the rest of DØ. It has five main functions.

1. Communicate with the Serial Command Link (SCL) Hub, and initiate
any action requested by it (for example, SCL Init).

2. Receive tracks found by the Level-1 (L1) Central Tracking Trigger
(L1CTT). These serve as the basis for the roads used to filter hits
from the Silicon Microstrip Tracker (SMT).

3. Distribute trigger information and L1CTT tracks to the other boards
in the STT system.

4. Control the transfer of data produced in the STT system to the Level-3
(L3) system on Level-2 (L2) accepted events.
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5. Perform special VME bus request arbitration between the VBD and
the in-crate CPU required because the VBD does not relinquish the
bus until it has finished its data transfer.

The FRC is implemented as a PMC daughterboard on the standard STT
motherboard [1]. A block diagram of the FRC daughterboard functionality
is given in figure 1. It is broadly composed of four functional elements that
may be implemented in separate FPGAs.

SCLF: the SCL Formatter, providing communications with the SCL via
the SCL mezzanine card

RR: the Road Receiver, receiving L1CTT data from the VTM

TRDF: the T/R Data Formatter, constructing the Trigger/Road data blocks
that are transmitted to the other boards in the STT.

BM: the Buffer Manager, controlling the allocation/deallocation of all L3
buffers in the system and sending readout requests to the VBD and
monitoring requests to the CPU.

As shown in figure 1, data moves about on the FRC by various paths.
A list of internal data paths is given in table 1.

1.1 Goal of this Document

This document is intended to provide a snapshot of the understanding of the
FRC and the STT system. It is a working document whose main purpose is
to state as clearly as possible the specifications of the FRC and its impact on
the other elements in the STT. This way, layout of the board can begin with
a minimum of confusion. In order to facilitate discussions that will move
the specifications to actual hardware, architectures have been proposed for
most of the FRC’s components. These are intended to provide easy targets
for specific criticism from the knowledgeable/experienced. Any comments
or suggestions are highly welcome!

2 TRIGGER INFORMATION

2.1 The Trigger Framework and the SCL

Information from the DØ trigger framework [3] comes to the FRC from the
Serial Command Link (SCL) hub on coaxial 1-Gbs cable (Times Microwave
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Connection Path Purpose
VTM – FRC DB MB(J3) to PMC(J6) L1CTT Roads to DB
SCL mezz – DB MB0(J1,J2) to PMC(J5,J7) SCL Info
BM – BC’s PMC(J4-B) to MB(J3) messages/status
T/R Data – PC-MIP Tx PCI Bus 1,2 T/R Data
T/R Data – L3 Buffer PCI Bus 3 T/R Data for L3
DB Reg’s – VME PCI Bus 3 control/monitoring

to Universe II
DB Reg’s – BC PCI Bus 3 SCL init ???
BM – VBD J2 User??? arbitration
BM – CPU J2 or Serial??? arbitration

Table 1: Internal data paths on the FRC.

LMR-200) and status information is returned to the hub on RS485 26 con-
ductor cable [3]. This information is received by a standard SCL mezzanine
board [4] that plugs into a special PCI MIP site (MB0) on the motherboard.
Information from the SCL hub is presented to the FRC every 132 ns as 128
bits on two 64-pin connectors – J1 and J2 on the PC-MIP site MB0 [1].
Status information sent back to the hub is implemented as voltage levels on
the RS485 cable. Preliminary pin assignments for the SCL mezzanine board
are given in [1] and [4]. Signal functions are described in table 2.

2.2 The L1 Trigger Qualifiers

Special attention should be paid to the L1 QUAL (L1 Trigger Qualifiers)
information sent from the SCL hub on L1 PERIOD. These contain all event
processing information. Each board in the STT system should examine
these bits when they are received as part of the Trigger/Road data sent
from the FRC and take the appropriate action for the event in question.
A preliminary description of the contents of L1 QUAL is given in table 3
[5]. It may be possible to change the meaning of some of the L1 QUAL bits
depending on the Geo section.

2.3 SCL Formatting and Control

The SCL Format & Control (SCLF) section of the FRC daughterboard (see
figure 1) picks off the SCL information relevant to the STT and directs it to
the appropriate elements on the FRC for distribution to the rest of the sys-
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r SCL READY Ready Status
r SCL SYNCERROR Synchronization Error
r SCL DATAERROR Data Error
t SCL ACK Acknowledge & Clear Error Flags
r CLK 53 53 MHz clock
r CLK 7 7.5 MHz clock (marks new data)
r CURRENT TURN[0:15] Current Turn Number
r CURRENT BX[0:7] Current BX Number in this Turn
r FIRST PERIOD L1 First Period in Turn Marker
r BEAM PERIOD L1 Period with Beam Marker
r SYNC GAP L1 Sync Gap (no L1 Accepts)
r COSMIC GAP L1 Cosmic Gap (on Cosmic L1 Accepts)
r SPARE PERIOD Spare
r L1 PERIOD L1 Period with L1 Accept Issued
r L1 ACCEPT L1 L1 Accept in this Geo Section
r L1 TURN[0:15] L1 L1 Turn Number

L2 Turn No. for L1 Triggered Evt.
r L1 BX[0:7] L1 L1 BX Number in this Turn

L2 BX No. for L1 Triggered Evt.
r L1 QUAL[0:7] L1 L1 Accept Qualifiers

L2 Geo Section L3 Transfer No.
r L2 PERIOD L2 Period with L2 Decision Issued
r L2 REJECT L2 L2 Accept in this Geo Section
r L2 ACCEPT L2 L2 Accept in this Geo Section
r INIT SECTION Initialize Geo Section (SCL init)
t L1 BUSY Busy L1 Status
t L2 BUSY Busy L2 Status
t L1 ERROR Error L1 Flag (request SCL init)
t L2 ERROR Error L1 Flag (request SCL init)
t INIT ACK Init Acknowledge Signal to Hub
t SYNC LOST Receiver Sync Lost
t SPARE STATUS[0:1] Spare Status to Hub

Table 2: SCL signals on the mezzanine card. Signals marked “r” are re-
ceived from the SCL hub while those marked “t” are transmitted from the
mezzanine to the SCL hub.
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Bits Name Description
00 L1NoZeroSuppress
01 L2 UnbiasedSample full readout
02 L2CollectStatus monitoring
03 L2ForcedWrite

15-04 L2xxxNeeded pre-processor needed
don’t use

Table 3: An approximate description of the contents of the L1 QUAL word.

CLK 7 New SCL Data Ready
SCL READY Valid SCL Data
SCL SYNCERROR Phase Lock Detected
SCL DATAERROR Data Error Detected

Table 4: Inputs used to control functions of the FRC.

tem. The elements of the FRC using SCL information as input are the T/R
Data Formatter (TRDF) and the Buffer Manager (BM). The information
they use is shown in table 5. Only information actually needed by the other
boards in the STT (L1 TURN, L1 BX, L1 QUAL) is broadcast on the T/R
Data Bus. This information is used as the main source of event synchroniza-
tion in the rest of the system. L1 BX is also included in messages sent by
the Buffer Manager to the local Buffer Controllers to allow data consistency
checks.

The SCL Format & Control state machine is shown in figure 2. It is
driven by the SCL inputs given in table 4.

Since two consumers (the TRDF and the BM) will be using the same
SCL data for each event some sort of fanout must be forseen. If there are
enough pins available this could just be lines on the SCLF FPGA. Data in
the TRDF and BM does not need to be synchronized so one option is to write
data from the SCL Fanout into FIFOs sitting on the inputs of the TRDF
and the BM. These FIFOs can be very shallow since the SCL information
needed by the TRDF and the BM per event is tiny. The SCL Fanout then
only has to monitor the TRDF and BM fifo-full (FF) or almost-full (AF)
signals to decide when it must hold data. The FF or AF lines should be
made available to the TRDF and BM for monitoring/diagnostic purposes.
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Element Information Needed Bits
TRDF L1 BX 8

L1 TURN 16
L1 QUAL 16

BM L1 PERIOD 1
L2 PERIOD 1
L2 ACCEPT 1
L2 REJECT 1
L1 BX 8
L1 QUAL 16

Table 5: Output of the SCLF to the T/R Data Formatter (TRDF) and
Buffer Manager(BM).

Information is only sent to the TRDF on L1 PERIOD.
Information is sent to the BM on both L1 PERIOD and L2 PERIOD.

3 ROAD INFORMATION

Roads in which to look for hits in the SMT to be used in track fitting
are defined in the STT system using L1 Central Track Trigger (L1CTT)
information. This data is broadcast to the FRC over optical fibers from
the L1CTT at every L1 accept. For more information on the processing of
L1CTT data for use by L2 pre-processors see [8].

3.1 The L1CTT

Tracks with Pt >1.5 GeV and |b| < 2 mm, that fall within a single 60o

sector of the SMT can curve out of that region by up to 9.5o at the H-
layer of the CFT if their curvature has the correct sign. Therefore, tracks
spanning an angular region of 79o at the CFT H-layer can cause hits in a
60o SMT sector. This, coupled with the fact that the CFT is based around
4.5o sectors, complicates the transmission of L1CTT tracks to the STT.
The solution to this problem is presented in [8]. Briefly, CFT information
is passed through three stages before it arrives at the STT.

DFE: The Digital Front End boards collect CFT information from two
4.5o CFT sectors and find tracks. On an L1 accept, an ordered list
(by Pt bin) of tracks for each of the two sectors is sent to the COL
boards. Each Pt bin can have a maximum of six tracks in it. Additional
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Board Max Trks Allowed Throw Away
DFE 2 / A-Layer Offset / 22 H-Layer Fibers mid Φ
DFE 6 / Pt Bin highest Φ
COL 24 / board lowest Pt

BC6 46 / board highest Φ

Table 6: Track truncation at various levels in the L1CTT.

Note: should check that the first row is correct???

constraints on the number of tracks may also exist due to the way
priority encoding is done in the DFE [9].

COL: The Collector Boards (Overlay Boards) receive information from six
4.5o sectors via three or four DFEs. They construct two Pt ordered
lists which are each sent to a different BC. Only those tracks that
possibly belong to an STT sextant are sent to that BC. At most, 24
tracks can be sent out of a COL board, with the highest Pt tracks
being chosen.

BC6: The Broadcaster Cards (Sextant Boards) collect information from
two COLs and seven or eight DFEs to completely cover all the possible
L1CTT tracks that could contribute to a single STT sextant. The
track lists from all sources are concatenated and only those tracks that
could contribute to the STT sextant are passed along. A maximum of
46 transmitted tracks are allowed, with lower Φ tracks being chosen
first.

3.1.1 Road Truncation

Track number truncation at each level of the L1CTT is given in table 6. Pre-
liminary studies indicate that this level of truncation should have no effect
on trigger efficiency. Studies are ongoing to determine whether truncation
can be tightened at any level without adverse effects thereby saving resources
on the boards.

3.2 G-Link Data

Data from the L1CTT is received at the FRC by the VRB Transition Module
(VTM) on optical cables in 1.5 Gbit/s serial format (G-Link) [7]. The VTM
parallelizes this serial data and presents it on 20 data pins for each of the
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Control Bits
19 18 17 16 Meaning
0 0 0 1 First Frame in Event (BOE)
0 1 0 0 Normal Data Frame
0 0 1 0 Last Frame in Event (EOE)

Table 7: G-Link control characters for L1CTT data transfers.

four VTM input channels on the motherboard J3 connector. Valid data
words on channel i are marked by a Data Valid line (Li DAV*). A direct
path for the relevant J3 pins to the PMC-0 J6 connector is provided on the
motherboard. Pin assignments for the connectors are given in [1].

Unlike the SMT, the L1CTT G-Links operate in 20-bit mode. Each 20-
bit frame has 16 data bits (as its LSBs) and 4 control bits (as its MSBs) that
are used to mark Begin-Of-Event (BOE), End-Of-Event (EOE) and normal
data frames. Control bit values as used by the L1CTT transfer are given in
table 7 and in [8].

3.3 L1CTT Data Format

L1CTT data consists of a series of 32-bit words. The first four words are
used as a header. These are followed by one word for each track from the
L1CTT Broadcaster Card. Finally, a one word trailer is included. This data
is described briefly in tables 8, 9 and 10.

3.4 The Road Receiver

Data from the VTM is received on the FRC daughterboard by the Road
Receiver (RR) functional unit. Its main purpose is to write this data into a
FIFO for use by the Trigger/Road Data Formatter (TRDF).

3.4.1 RR Control

The RR Control and Status Registers are described in table 17. Their main
purpose will be to serve as the control/status path to the VTM PIC12C671
microcontrollers [7]. Command are sent to the VTM microcontrollers as 8-
bit serial data consisting of a 3-bit channel number corresponding to one of
the 4 receivers on the VTM and a 5-bit command. Command bit allocations
are given in table 11. More details are available in [7].
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L1CTT Header
Word Bits Name Description
1 31-24 Header Length

23-16 No. of Objects
15-13 Header Format
12-08 Object Format
07-00 Object Length

2 31-24 BX Bunch No.
23-16 Data Type
15-00 TURN Turn No.

3 31-24 Algo. min ver.
23-16 Algo. max ver.
15-08 Status Bits
07-00 Firmware ver.

4 31 P some Positive Trks
30 N some Negative Trks

29-24 No. Trks Pt Bin-2
23 P some Positive Trks
22 N some Negative Trks

21-16 No. Trks Pt Bin-1
15 P some Positive Trks
14 N some Negative Trks

13-08 No. Trks Pt Bin-4
07 P some Positive Trks
06 N some Negative Trks

05-00 No. Trks Pt Bin-3

Table 8: Data from the L1CTT.

Note: need to check if this is the correct endianess???
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L1CTT Road Data
Word Bits Name Description
1 31 S Sign of Pt

30-29 Pt Bin
28-26 Extended Pt Info
25-24 0
23-21 Error Code
20-16 0
15-10 Relative Φ (0-43)
09-08 0
07 D Trk sent to Adjacent Sector

06-00 Trk 4.5o Sector Addr

Table 9: Data from the L1CTT.

Note: need to check if this is the correct endianess???

L1CTT Trailer
Word Bits Name Description
1 31-24 Data Type

23-16 BX Bunch No.
15-00 Longitudinal Parity

Table 10: Data from the L1CTT.

Note: need to check if this is the correct endianess???

B4 B3 B2 B1 B0 Command
0 0 0 0 1 Read Optical Power ADC
0 0 0 1 0 Optical Cable Connected
0 0 1 0 0 Disable Channel
0 1 0 0 0 Enable Channel
1 0 0 0 0 Reset Channel

Table 11: VTM serial commands.
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4 TRIGGER/ROAD DATA

The trigger information from the SCL and the road information are com-
bined into a single data block at the Trigger/Road Data Formatter (TRDF).
(See figures 1 and 3). The T/R data will be sent to several LVDS output
transmitter channels over the PCI bus. The number of transmitters used
is equal to the number of STCs plus the number of TFCs (plus the ZVCs).
There is a hard limit of 15 possible T/R data outputs from the FRC because
the FRC motherboard has five PC-MIP daughtercards,with three LVDS
channels each, available to be used as transmitters. This scheme provides a
single path for all process control information (the L1 qualifiers) to be sent
to the entire system. The T/R data will therefore be used to synchronize
event processing in the system.

An additional requirement is that the STT pass on all L1CTT informa-
tion unchanged to L2CTT. For this reason, L1CTT data is simply included,
unmodified, as data in the T/R stream.

During normal running data transfer will over the PCI bus will be in
32-bit data mode using block transfers. In order to implement PCI block
transfer headers and trailers, identified using control bits, and conforming
to the guidelines given in the PCI-MIP Transmitter document [10] must be
used.

The format of data words and control bits in the T/R data is given in
table 12. Contents of the header and trailer words are shown in table 13
while the L1CTT data format is given in tables 8, 9 and 10.

4.1 The T/R Data Formatter

4.1.1 DAQ Mode Operation

In normal operation (DAQ mode) the TRDF will construct the T/R data
in the steps shown in figure 4.

4.1.2 TEST Mode Operation

A test mode will also be provided for the TRDF to allow test data to be
loaded to the SCL and L1CTT FIFO’s. This mode will be entered by setting
a bit (TEST) in the TRDF Control Register. After the FIFO’s have been
loaded with the desired data the TEST bit will be released and normal DAQ
operation will begin.
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T/R Output Data Format
D33 D32 D31-D00
1 1 T/R Data Header
1 0 L1CTT Header-0 (N objects)
1 0 L1CTT Header-1 (BX and TURN No’s)
1 0 L1CTT Header-2 (Status)
1 0 L1CTT Header-1 (N tracks)
0 0 Track 0 Data
0 0 ...
0 0 Track N Data
0 0 L1CTT Trailer
0 1 T/R Data Trailer

Table 12: Output of the TRDF.

Bits Name Description
T/R Data Header
00-07 L1 BX Event ID
08-15 reserved – filled by Link Tx
16-31 L1 QUAL SCL L1 Trigger Qual’s
31-16 free
T/R Data Trailer
00-07 L1 BX BX No.
08-15 ERRORS errors – filled by Link Tx
16-31 free

Table 13: TRDF Header and Trailer formats.
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5 LEVEL 3 BUFFER MANAGEMENT

5.1 Introduction

One of the tasks of the Fiber Road Card is to provide Level 3 buffer man-
agement for the entire STT system. The FRC is the natural place for this
task since it receives Serial Command Link (SCL) information. Although
the FRC distributes this information to the other cards via the trigger/road
bus, it is the only card in the system that explicitly looks at the SCL infor-
mation.

The buffer manager on the FRC decides whether an event should be
buffered by the individual cards for subsequent readout to Level 3 based on
the Level 1 trigger qualifiers in the SCL information. Likewise, it makes a
decision based on the Level 2 qualifiers of whether an event buffered by the
other cards in the system should be sent to Level 3. The buffer manager
keeps a list of buffer numbers for the entire system. In this section the buffer
manager’s functionality and communication paths are described in detail.

The Local Buffer Controllers that will be included on each mother board
in the STT system are described in a later section. Here, we specify the
protocol by which the buffer manager communicates with the buffer controls
and the data formats that have to be implemented by all cards.

5.2 Buffer Manager Communication

The buffer manager communicates with the following units (See figure 5):

• SCL
• Buffer controllers (via J3 backplane)
• VBD
• Monitoring CPU

The communication is described in detail below.

5.2.1 Communication with SCL

The SCL signals come in on the SCL receiver mezzanine card. They are de-
coded by the buffer manager and the relevant information used to determine
what action to take is the following:
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Figure 5: Buffer Manager Block Diagram.

L1 accept: The next r/o buffer number is determined and sent to the buffer
controls. To determine the next r/o buffer number, the buffer manager
has to keep a list of available buffer numbers for all cards in the system.
The buffer numbers are the same for all cards in the crate.

L2 accept: The corresponding out buffer number is determined and sent to
the buffer controls. After data transfer from all buffers to the output
FIFOs is complete (Scan Ready set high, see below), the buffer number
for this event is transferred from the list (FIFO) of used buffer numbers
to the one of free buffer numbers. (See figure 6)

L2 reject: The corresponding buffer number is added to the list (FIFO) of
available buffer numbers (and removed from the list (FIFO) of used
buffer numbers.

SCL init: Reset/Restart sent to buffer controls, then reset/restart done
locally
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5.2.2 Communication with Buffer Controllers

Communication with the buffer controllers is bi-directional: The Buffer
Manager communicates with the buffer control via messages on the J3 back-
plane [12, 6], while the buffer control returns a status signal to the buffer
manager after receipt of a message. This is done using the VRB buffer pro-
tocol: 12 pins assigned for messages from the BM to the destinations (Buffer
Controllers) (4 bits message type and eight bits for value). One pin is used
for message strobe. Ten pins are used for Status Signals from the buffer
controllers to the Buffer Manager. The status signals from the individual
boards are or-ed on the backplane. While we use the VRB protocol as a
guideline here, we don’t necessarily use all the same messages and status
words. The VRB has additional error messages that are not needed by the
buffer manager. On the other hand, we have to reserve one additional status
bit for SCL init handshaking.

No. Name Purpose
Messages
1 Readout Buffer No. L1: next in buff no.
3 Bunch Crossing No. L1: consistency
4 Scan Buffer No. L2: Out buffer no.
5 Event No. L2: event label
13 Clear Errors clear errors- no reset
14 Reset/Restart SCL init
Status
0 Readout Busy L1: in buffer busy
1 Scan Busy L2: out buffer busy
2 Scan Ready L2: Xfer to out fifo done
3 SCL init ack SCL init acknowledge

Table 14: Messages and Status signals over J3.

Messages

• Readout Buffer Number: Sent after L1 accept via SCL (see above).

• Bunch Crossing Number: Sent right after readout buffer number (L1
accept)

• Scan Buffer Number: Sent after L2 accept (see above)

• Event number: Sent after scan buffer number
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• Clear Errors: See SCL init

• Reset/Restart: Reset sent after an SCL init, Restart for re-download
(hard init)

Status

• Readout Busy: Received after a Readout Buffer Number is sent, no
action required unless stuck low, then: Reset/Restart

• Scan Busy: received after a Scan Buffer Number is sent. Wait for Scan
Busy to be released again to initiate a VME read by the VBD.

• Scan Ready: indicates that all data is transferred to the output fifo.

• SCL init acknowledge: Received after the buffer controllers are done
with SCL init sequence.

• Other status signals can be used for errors.
NOTE: The buffer manager does not have to take action for most errors

since erroneous events are marked by the buffer controllers. The buffer
manager has to count the various kinds of errors and store them in VME
accessible registers for monitoring purposes.

5.2.3 Communications with VBD

After a L2 accept is received (via SCL), the L2 Scan Buffer Number is looked
up and sent to the buffer controllers. The buffer manager in turn receives
Scan Ready from the Buffer Controllers. After Scan Ready is asserted again,
the buffer manager sends a read request to the VBD. The VBD fetches
the scan byte counts from VME memory and performs several VME block
reads. Communication of the FRC with the VBD is done by two status
lines: SLV RDY* and DONE*. The FRC asks the VBD to start reading
from VME memory by asserting SLV RDY and then waits in turn for the
VBD to assert DONE.

5.2.4 Communications with Monitoring CPU

After receipt of the trigger qualifier L2Collect Status, the FRC has to inform
the monitoring CPU that it has to start collecting monitoring information
over the VME bus. Before doing so, the FRC has to check SLV RDY* to
ensure that the VBD has released the bus.
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Figure 6: FIFOs for used available buffer numbers.

5.3 FIFOs for available and used buffer numbers

The buffer manager uses two FIFOs ( each 16 entries deep) to determine the
next readout buffer number to be sent to the Buffer Controllers (See figure
6). The next buffer number in the FIFO of available buffer numbers is sent
to the BCs and then this number gets pushed out of this FIFO to enter the
FIFO of used buffer numbers.

After a Level 2 decision, used buffer numbers can be made available
again. In case of a Level 2 reject, this is done immediately. In case of a
Level 2 accept, the Buffer Manager has to wait until the data from all of
the buffers corresponding to that event are transferred to the output FIFOs:
The Buffer Manager has to wait for Scan Ready to go high. The fifos for
used and available buffer numbers automatically keep track of what buffer
number corresponds to a L2 accepted event: We read from the FIFO every
L2 decision. Since there is one L2 decision per L1 accept, the buffer numbers
stay in sync.

5.4 The Buffer Manager from a communication point of view

The various actions taken after a receipt of an SCL word and Buffer Control
Status are shown in detail below. The possibilities for communication with
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the buffer controllers, the VBD and the CPU are as follows:

• Receive SCL
• Receive Buffer Control Status
• Send Buffer Control Message
• ask VBD to readout FIFO

• Receive VBD status

• send Readout Monitoring Request to CPU
Figure 7 shows what happens after a receipt of an SCL signal. Since

the FRC receives and decodes SCL information, it has to handle monitor-
ing requests. A monitoring request is initiated by receipt of the Level2
qualifier Collect Status. Figure 7 shows what the buffer manager has to do
upon receipt of a Collect Status request. Currently communication with the
monitoring CPU is not finalized, it is foreseen that the buffer manager sends
a monitoring request to the CPU, which gets acknowledged in turn. The
CPU might also want to inform the buffer manager when all monitoring
information is collected.

5.5 Configuration and Test Sequences

5.5.1 Configuration

The Buffer Manager FPGA is configurable via VME through a write to the
Buffer Manager Control Register. The configuration includes the following:

1. Number of buffers. Default=16

2. Initial content of fifo for free buffer numbers: Fill with numbers 0-15.

3. Empty fifo for used buffer numbers.

5.5.2 Test Sequences

For testing purposes, the Buffer Manager FPGA and all fifos holding data
have to be downloadable via VME. This is accomplished by pins on each
FPGA that interface with VME. By writing fake SCL data to the BM fifo,
the buffer manager can be supplied with with a test sequence. The fifos for
available and used buffer numbers are also accessible via VME to be filled
with buffer numbers for testing.

A Typical Test Sequence
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Figure 7: Action taken upon receipt of SCL.
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1. Fill fifo with available buffer numbers via PCI (VME) write.

2. Fake L1 accept: Fill BM fifo with corresponding word.

3. Fill BM fifo with bunch crossing number.

4. Fake L2 accept: Fill BM fifo with corresponding words. The cor-
responding out buffer number is determined and sent to the buffer
controls.

5. Fill BM fifo with event number.

6. Alternatively, a L2 reject could be simulated by setting the correspond-
ing bit via write to the BM fifo.

SCL init
A simulated SCL init can be provided to initiate Reset/Restart messages to
the individual buffer controls. This can be done by writing to the BM fifo.

6 FRC CONTROL, STATUS AND MONITOR-
ING

Access to the elements of the FRC daughterboard will be required for ini-
tialization, control, testing and monitoring. This will be accomplished using
registers accessible to the PCI bus (and therefore also to VME) as in [2].

Control/status, data and monitoring data registers that are accessible
by VME and (probably???) also by the Buffer Controller (BC) via PCI-bus
3 are required on each daughter board (DB). The preliminary register setup
follows closely that proposed for the PC-MIP Receiver Board registers [2].
There is a slight difference in that each DB will have a different number of
elements that require registers, as opposed to three channels on each PC-
MIP board. The basic unit of the DB will therefore be referred to as an
element. Each element will most likely correspond to a physical FPGA.

Note that some of the Control/Status register elements could be used for
handshaking between the BC and DB during an SCL init. (See the following
section).

In the following sections preliminary lists are given of the contents of the
control, status and monitoring registers for each element. These are clearly
incomplete and will evolve significantly as the board development proceeds.
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Word Bits Name Description
DB Global Control Register

0 00 DBGC RST SCL Init
0 01 DBGC POR Hard Reset

DB Global Status Register
0 00 DBGS RDY all elements ready
0 01 DBGS RST at least one element in reset

Table 15: FRC Global Control and Status Registers.

DBGC RST causes DBiC RST to be set for all elements.
DBGC POR causes DBiC POR to be set for all elements.
DBGS RDY and DBGS RST are constructed from the logical AND of all
DB element DBiS RDY and DBiS RST.

6.1 BAR Layout

Each DB has three BARs (Base Address Registers). They contain pointers
to register areas for global registers and for each DB element’s register.

1. BAR0 points to the Control/Status Registers (CSRs).

2. BAR1 points to the Data Registers (DRs). These will be used mainly
for testing/diagnostic purposes. Perhaps also as a PCI-accessible in-
terface to the BC for L3 data purposes.

3. BAR2 points to the Monitoring Registers (MRs).

See [2] for an example layout of these.

6.2 Control/Status Registers

In [2] two words each are allocated for control and status information for
the Global CSR (DBGCSR) and each DB Elements’ CSR (DBxCSR). We
will use this as a starting point for the FRC.

6.3 Data Registers

Can these be used for transfer of data to the L3 buffers???
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Word Bits Name Description
SCLF Control Register

0 00 DB1C RST SCL Init for this elem
0 01 DB1C POR Hard Reset for this elem

SCLF Status Register
0 00 DB1S RDY SCLF ready
0 01 DB1S RST SCLF in reset

Table 16: SCL Formatter control and status register contents.

Word Bits Name Description
RR Control Register

0 00 DB0C RST SCL Init for this elem
0 01 DB0C POR Hard Reset for this elem
0 02 DB0C VTMCMD Send Command to VTM
1 00-07 DB0C VTMWRD Serial Data word for VTM Ch/Cmd

RR Status Register
0 00 DB0S RDY RR ready
0 01 DB0S RST RR in reset
1 00-07 DB0S RET Data returned from VTM command

Table 17: RR control and status register contents.
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Word Bits Name Description
TRDF Control Register

0 00 DB2C RST SCL Init for this elem
0 01 DB2C POR Hard Reset for this elem
0 02 DB2C TEST Test(1) or DAQ(0) Mode

TRDF Status Register
0 00 DB2S RDY TRDF ready
0 01 DB2S RST TRDF in reset
0 02 DB2S SIEF SCL Input FIFO empty
0 03 DB2S SIAF SCL Input FIFO almost full
0 04 DB2S SIFF SCL Input FIFO full
0 05 DB2S RIEF Road Input FIFO empty
0 06 DB2S RIAF Road Input FIFO almost full
0 07 DB2S RIFF Road Input FIFO full

Table 18: T/R Data Formatter control and status register contents.

6.4 Monitoring Registers

The monitoring registers will be implemented as a contiguous memory space
of 32-bit words. The exact size of this memory is still to be determined – but
256 bytes is probably sufficient. The contents of the monitoring register for
each element will be updated on each event (clock cycle???). The contents
of the monitoring memory will be reset by writing to the last word in the
memory block (RESET). This action should be performed after each collect
monitoring request.

Some possibilities for information to be monitored is given in tables 20,
21, 22 and 23. However, in general, three broad classes of monitoring data
will be made available in the monitoring registers for each element.

• Event: a snapshot of the current value of the data for this event.

• Accum: a running sum of the data for each event since the last reset
of the monitoring register.

• Histo: a histogram of the data filled for each event since the last reset
of the monitoring register. This is just a series of accum type data.

In the monitoring tables that follow, each entry is labeled as one of these
classes.
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Word Bits Name Description
BM Control Register
0 00 DB3C RST SCL init for this element
0 01 DB3C POR Hard Reset for this element
0 02 DB3C TEST Test(1) or DAQ(o) Mode
1 00-04 DB3C NBUF number of buffers(0-31)
BM Status Register
0 00 DB3S RDY BM ready
0 01 DB3S RST BM in reset
0 02-06 DB3S WBF Last Write Buffer No. (L1acc)
0 07-11 DB3S RBF Last Read Buffer No. (L2acc)
1 00 DB3S ENEF fifo for avail buffers empty
1 01 DB3S ENEF fifo for avail buffers almost full
1 02 DB3S ENEF fifo for avail buffers full
1 03 DB3S ENEF fifo for used buffers empty
1 04 DB3S ENEF fifo for used buffers almost full
1 05 DB3S ENEF fifo for used buffers full
1 06-17 DB3S MSG BM msg to BC
1 18-27 DB3S STA BM status from BC

Table 19: Buffer Manager Control/Status register content.

SCLF Monitoring Register
Offset
(hex) Name Class Description
00-1c L1 QUAL histo Histo of L1 qualifiers bits
20 L1 PERIOD accum Number of L1 periods
24 L2 PERIOD accum Number of L2 periods
28 L2 ACCEPT accum Number of L2 accepts
2c L2 ACCEPT accum Number of L2 rejects
fc RESET write Reset register contents

Table 20: SCLF monitoring register contents.
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RR Monitoring Register
Offset
(hex) Name Class Description
00 RR OPTPOW event VTM Finisar receiver optical power
04 RR CABLE event G-Link cable connected
08 RR RESET accum Number of L2 resets to RR
fc RESET write Reset register contents

Table 21: RR monitoring register contents.

TRDF Monitoring Register
Offset
(hex) Name Class Description
00 RF OCC event Road FIFO occupancy
04 RF FULL accum N(clocks) w/ Road FIFO full
08 RF AF accum N(clocks) w/ Road FIFO almost full
0c RF EMPTY accum N(clocks) w/ Road FIFO empty
10 SF OCC event SCL FIFO occupancy
14 SF FULL accum N(clocks) w/ SCL FIFO full
18 SF AF accum N(clocks) w/ SCL FIFO almost full
1c SF EMPTY accum N(clocks) w/ SCL FIFO empty
20 CTT NWD event N(words) in current evt L1CTT data
24 SCL NWD event N(words) in current evt SCL data
28 TR BADID accum Event mismatch error count

50-8c TR RDHIST hist Histogram of N(roads)/evt
fc RESET write Reset register contents

Table 22: T/R Data Formatter monitoring register contents.
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Buffer Manager Monitoring Register
Offset
(hex) Name Class Description
00 BM NFREE event Number of free buffers
04 BM NUSED event Number of used buffers
08 BM WRITE event Current buffer no. for write
08 BM READ event Current buffer no. for read
08 BM NINIT accum N SCL init’s broadcast
08 BM VBD accum N(cycles) w/ VBD hogging VME
fc RESET write Reset register contents

Table 23: Buffer manager monitoring register contents.

7 BUS ARBITRATION

Additional bus arbitration beyond what is normally forseen in the VME
standard is required in the STT crate. Both the VBD and the in-crate CPU
used for monitoring can request the bus for data transfer. However, once the
VBD begins its transfer, it does not relinquish the bus until the transfer is
finished — an operation that could be longer than the standard bus request
timeout period.

Since the FRC is the only board in the crate that has enough information
to know if both the VBD and CPU need the bus, it must perform the
additional arbitration. This is most sensibly done as part of the BM duties
since this is the section of the FRC that will deal with L3 buffering.

Communication between the BM and the VBD uses two control lines on
the VME P3 connector [11] — SLVRDY* and DONE*.

SLVRDY* is asserted by the BM when the STT is ready to begin transfer
of data to the VBD and cleared after the transfer is finished.

DONE* is asserted by the VBD when it has finished its DMA transfer of
data. It is deasserted when the BM clears SLVRDY*.

During the transfer of data to the VBD, the CPU cannot request the bus
for purposes of collecting monitoring data. Since the BM sends a request to
the CPU (by a serial data line???) to initiate the collection of monitoring
data, it will be easy to hold off such requests while SLVRDY* is asserted.
However, if the VBD requests the bus in the middle of monitoring data
transfer, things will be more complicated since the CPU will follow standard
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VME protocol for requesting and releasing the bus. If another serial line is
used to echo SLVRDY* to the CPU, it may be possible to inhibit the CPU
from re-requesting the bus while SLVRDY* is asserted.

8 SCL INIT

Control of the STT reset procedure is a challenging task, requiring commu-
nication between all elements of the system. The sequence of events upon
receipt of the INIT SECTION command (SCL init) from the SCL Hub is
given below and is shown schematically in figure 8.

8.0.1 Init at the SCL Formatter (SCLF)

1. INIT SECTION asserted on input.

2. Disable latching SCL data to SCLF.

3. Set INIT ACK to SCL mezzanine.
This informs the Hub that STT is beginning init sequence.

4. Send SCL INIT signal to BM.
(Single clock pulse???)

5. Wait for BM to acknowledge reception of SCL INIT
Pulse on INIT STAT line???

6. Wait for BM to acknowledge end of reset (RESET DONE)
Pulse on INIT STAT line???

7. Enable latching SCL data to SCLF.

8. Clear INIT ACK to SCL mezzanine.
Informs Hub that STT has finished init sequence.

8.0.2 Init at the Buffer Manager (BM)

1. Receive SCL INIT signal from SCLF.

2. Send begin pulse on INIT STAT to SCLF.

3. Broadcast RESET to all BC’s.
Use message type 14 (RESET/RESTART) with data=RESET on J3.

4. Reset BM.
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(a) Reset input FIFO.

(b) Mark all buffer numbers as unused.

5. Wait for RESET DONE to go high (ignore all other stat lines).
RESET DONE is defined as one of the unused status lines for BM
to BC communication. It is the logical AND of the RESET DONE
signals from all boards.

6. Broadcast message type 13 (CLEAR ERRORS) to all BC’s.
This will cause each BC to release RESET DONE as well as any other
error lines it is asserting.

7. Wait for RESET DONE to go low.

8. Send end pulse on INIT STAT to SCLF.

Note: the handshaking here done using RESET DONE and CLEAR ER-
RORS is only a suggestion.

8.0.3 Init at the Buffer Controller (BC)

1. Receive RESET message from BM.

2. Send RESET to DB.
Set DBC RESET bit in DB Global Control Register (DBCR) via PCI
bus 3 write.

3. Wait for RESET DONE from DB.

4. Reset BC.

(a) Reset input FIFOs.

5. Clear RESET to DB.
Clear DBC RESET bit in DB Control Register (DBCR) via PCI bus
3 write.

6. Set RESET DONE line to BM.

7. Wait for CLEAR ERRORS message.

8. Clear RESET DONE and any other ERROR lines to BM.
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8.0.4 Init at the Daughter Board (DB)

This scheme divides the DB up into elements, each of which must receive and
respond to an SCL init signal in its own way. A possible way of doing this
is to use PCI-bus accessible global control and status registers on the DB
to pass information to the BC regarding the state of the DB reset. Another
possibility is to run dedicated lines from the BC to the DB.

1. Receive RESET command from BC. DBC RESET bit goes high in
DBCR.

2. Each DB element acknowledges start of reset to Init Ack Logic
Set DBS RESET[i]=1 and DBS READY[i]=0 in DBSR.

3. Input Elements (RR) clear data.

(a) Disable latching input data.

(b) Wait n clock cycles with no valid data from input.

(c) Enable latching input data.

4. Processing Elements (SCLF, TRDF) reset inputs.
Note: order matters here.

(a) Reset input FIFO’s.

5. Each DB element acknowledges end of reset to Init Ack Logic.
Set DBS RESET[i]=0 and DBS READY[i]=1 in DBSR.

Note: the Init Ack Logic requires that all elements acknowledge and finish
the reset sequence.

9 LOCAL BUFFER CONTROL

9.1 Overview

While overall Level 3 buffer management is done by the FRC, the individual
mother boards have to provide local buffer control. The purpose of this sec-
tion is to specify the common Buffer Control elements that will be included
on each mother board. The protocol by which the buffer controls commu-
nicate with the buffer manager will be specified as well as data formats for
data sent to Level 3.

Since each card contains several different sources of data, these sources
have to be combined into one output event for Level 3 buffering. Two
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schemes of event building can be foreseen: The buffer controls could be
responsible for collecting data from several sources or the daughter boards
could themselves collect data and send it to the buffer control as one event.
To make the individual buffer controls simpler and similar to each other,
the second option is currently assumed to be implemented. The data has
to contain a header, the data block itself, and a trailer. Additional control
characters for Begin Of Event and End Of Event are needed.

The buffer memories are implemented as dual port memory chips on the
mother boards. The memory is configurable. The default is 16 buffers of 32
kBytes each. (See [13] on event sizes for L3.) To accommodate for skewness
between the receipt of event data and the next buffer number to use (after a
Level 1 accept), the buffer is preceded by a one event deep input fifo. After
a Level 2 accept, data is transferred to an output fifo (8 entries deep) where
it awaits transfer to VME memory for readout by the VBD. In addition to
the buffer control FPGA, each mother board has to contain a small receive
logic element for transfer of data into the buffer and a transmit logic element
for transfer of data from the buffer to the output fifo and to VME memory.
These can either be implemented on the same FPGA as the buffer control,
or on separate chips, which is the way it is implemented in the VRB.

9.2 Buffer Control Sequence

In general, the BC has to control input of data into the buffer (dual port
memory), output to VME memory, and it has to respond to messages like
Clear Errors and SCL init. In this section we describe the various kinds
of action the buffer controls (BCs) take after receipt of a message from
the buffer manager (BM). A flowchart for the buffer controls is shown in
figure 11.

As described in section 5, the Buffer Manager communicates with the
buffer control via messages on the J3 backplane, while the buffer control
returns a status signal to the buffer manager after receipt of a message. To
accommodate some delay between the receipt of data and a message, the
messages are put in a FIFO and response is in the order received.1

As mentioned above, action of the buffer controller is initiated by a
message from the buffer manager which the buffer controller has to decode.
Below we describe in detail what the buffer manager does for each of the six
different messages.

1In this scheme, an immediate response to an SCL init might be impossible if the
message FIFO contains more than one message. Response to an SCL init might be delayed
by up to 16 events.
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1. After a r/o buffer number is received (after a L1 accept ), the buffer
controller looks up the buffer starting address in shared memory and
broadcasts this information to the receipt logic. The status signal r/o
busy is set low and the next message is awaited.

2. If the bunch number is received, the data in the FIFOs is processed by
the receive logic until an EOR is detected. After EOR, the receive logic
ignores all further input until the FIFO is empty. After the receive
logic has received an EOR, r/o busy is set high, signaling that data
transfer to memory is complete. The readout busy line is the or of all
individual cards readout busy signals.

Each cards receive logic calculates an individual byte count which is
stored with the event data and later used by the VBD to perform a
VME block read.

The content of the input data FIFO is tested. If the data format is
invalid, a Frame Error is sent. If the content would result in a buffer
overflow, a buffer overflow error is sent. This part is not decided yet.
I.e. does the buffer controller know about the state of the memory?
Data is then sent to the specified memory location. All of these oper-
ations are performed by the RCV logic.

3. After a scan buffer number is received (after a Level 2 accept), the
status signals Scan Ready and Scan Busy are set low by the transmit
logic. Scan Ready* signals that data transfer from memory to the
output FIFOs is not complete, while Scan Busy means that transfer
from the output FIFO to VME memory is not complete. The output
FIFO (8 events deep) is filled by the Transmit Logic. After an EOR is
detected, Scan Ready is set high again, signaling that the output FIFO
can be read out by the VBD using a VME block read: Scan Ready is
the or of all individual cards Scan Ready signals, meaning that Scan
Ready high implies that all cards have finished sending their data to
VME memory. The buffer controls are responsible for calculating the
byte count for each individual card.

4. It has to be determined what the buffer controller has to do after an
event number is received: Should compare the event number (L2 BX)
with the BX in the header from the data of the corresponding event.

5. In addition, the Buffer Controller has to react to the messages ’Clear
Errors’, and ’SCL init’. In the case of a clear error, all error status
words are cleared. The initialize sequence for the buffer control after
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an SCL init is described in section ”SCL init”. After a SCL init, all
buffers and FIFOs should be cleared. All status signals should be
reset.

6. If an invalid message is received, the error status ’Controller Error’ is
sent to the buffer manager.

9.3 Data Formats

Input and output data formats for the buffer controls follow the PC MIP
Link Transmitter/ Link Receiver data formats [2, 10]. The daughter boards
are expected to send the data as 32 bit words with two out-of-band char-
acters marking begin and end of data blocks. Each event sent to the buffer
control is expected to contain a 32-bit header and a 32-bit trailer word. Ta-
ble 24 shows the data format required for data going into the buffer controls.
Since this data enters via the PCI bus (PCI bus 3) , the data format has to
confirm to the PCI bus protocol. The buffer controls add header and trailer
information required for Level 3 readout by the VBD [11]. For the output
data format see table 25.

Byte A Byte B Byte C Byte D Type
Data Data Reserved Event ID Header
Data Data Data Data Data
Data Data Data Data Data
Data Data Data Data Data
Data Data Error Flags Event ID Trailer

Table 24: Buffer control input data format (PCI compatible).

9.4 Errors

The following is a list of errors that can occur at the buffer controllers.

• Inputs out of sync This would f.e. mean that hits from the current
event would be coming in with clusters from a previous event. Event
tagging of all input data helps to detect this kind of sync error: SYNC
ERROR

• Invalid data (no header, trailer, EOR): FRAME ERROR
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Byte A Byte B Byte C Byte D Type
Data Data Reserved Event ID Header
Data Data Data Data Data
Data Data Data Data Data
Data Data Data Data Data

total word count Trailer
event ID crate ID Trailer

Token value Trailer
Checksum Trailer

Table 25: Buffer control output data format (VBD compatible).

• Event number mismatch (received event number not the same as in
data header or trailer). IDENTIFIER ERROR

• FORMAT ERROR
• Invalid message: CONTROLLER ERROR
• Buffer block overflow (to many hits, for example: BUFFER OVER-
FLOW ERROR

• Input FIFO overflow:

• Address out of range (should be avoided by buffer manager)
• No buffer number sent but next event comes → lost data (FIFO over-
written). This is only a problem if there is a substantial delay between
the data and the buffer number, this might indicate an error in the
buffer manager, who sends the buffer number.
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